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INTRODUCTION

The United States incarcerates more people than any other country in the world. In fact, the population of the United States accounts for less than
5% of the global population but holds 20% of the world’s prisoners. As of 2020, more than 2.3 million people were incarcerated in the United States and of that number, more than 555,000 people have not been convicted of any crime. While serving time in U.S. carceral facilities comes with a host of inherent risks and challenges, new research reveals that the threat of anthropogenic climate change presents an additional set of hazards.

Recent reports from legal advocates, journalists, and scholars underscore previously unexamined relationships between climate change and the U.S. carceral system. This Essay explores a number of these intersections. The next Part considers the body of research on environmental justice, climate justice, and their relationship to carceral institutions, followed by a consideration of the ways in which climate impacts harm incarcerated persons directly. The Essay specifically examines how climate change-influenced weather events produce flooding and extreme temperatures in jails and prisons, placing the health and wellbeing of prisoners at great risk. The health-impairing effects of fossil fuel extraction are considered, followed by a focus on the brutal conditions incarcerated firefighters and natural disaster workers face while confronting year-round wildfire season as well as in the aftermath of climate-linked industrial accidents and weather events. This Essay centers the experiences, voices, and resistance efforts by incarcerated persons and their allies across these cases with careful consideration of how legal remedies are both deployed and foreclosed. Finally, this Essay also explores the limitations and challenges that prisoners face with respect to seeking litigation and offers recommendations for how prisoners can achieve improvements in their conditions of confinement with an eye toward building support for environmental and climate justice. Climate change’s deleterious impacts on incarcerated populations reveal productive points of intersection between movements for environmental justice, climate justice, and prisoner rights.

I. ENVIRONMENTAL JUSTICE, CLIMATE JUSTICE, AND CARCERAL INSTITUTIONS

Since the early 1970s, scholars have demonstrated that communities of color, Indigenous peoples, immigrants, and low wealth or income populations are disproportionately impacted by a spectrum of
environmental risks and threats. These hazards include air pollution associated with power plants and highways, garbage and hazardous waste dumps, oil pipelines, and other locally unwanted land uses that are more likely to be concentrated in these communities. The recognition of these uneven risks gave rise to the multidisciplinary field of environmental justice studies and the grassroots environmental justice movement. The exceedingly common phenomenon of disproportionate risk under which people of color live in the United States and over the world is referred to as environmental racism, while the goal of the myriad grassroots movements that have arisen to document and combat this scourge has been termed environmental justice — a vision of a society in which ecological sustainability and social justice prevail. Advocates have enjoyed traction in the public sphere by recasting environmental threats like civil rights, human rights, and racial justice concerns, revealing how activists have extended, deepened, and created intersections among the frameworks associated with earlier movements. This movement has successfully prevented polluting industrial facilities from being built and also shut down existing ones, while activists have pushed elected officials to integrate environmental justice concerns into policymaking at the highest levels of the federal government. However, the environmental justice movement has yet to achieve lasting and significant legal victories in the United States largely because the courts have been resistant to arguments and claims concerning disparate impact — a similar dynamic can be seen in pay equity and death penalty suits, among others. And yet, as argued below, there are emerging pathways for continuing this effort via prisoner-led efforts.

Climate injustice is the term we use to describe the uneven and unjust impacts of human-caused climate change on many of the world’s
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5. See id. at xv (describing the plants, hazardous waste dumps, and other forms of pollution).
vulnerable populations. Specifically, low-income, BIPOC,\textsuperscript{9} and global South communities are hit hardest by the effects of climate change, and yet, they contribute the least to creating the problem since these communities produce far lower levels of carbon emissions.\textsuperscript{10} In recent years, we have witnessed the emergence of the climate justice movement, which might best be described as a hybrid or convergence of the mainstream environmental and environmental justice movements that are bringing a particularly intense focus to the global climate crisis.\textsuperscript{11} Many communities from which climate justice movement leaders hail are inundated with a host of environmental and climate threats. One example is coal-fired power plants — one of the leading contributors to global anthropogenic climate change.\textsuperscript{12} While climate change may be an abstraction for some, many activists make the case that it is anything but abstract by publicly articulating their experiences of living with and suffering from climate disruption — what climate change scholar Michael Mendez calls \textit{climate embodiment}.\textsuperscript{13} They are also increasingly narrating discourses of a post-capitalist future with a vision of society marked by more transformative and radical politics by comparison with the traditional or mainstream environmentalism of the previous generation.\textsuperscript{14} As with the field of environmental justice studies, scholars of climate justice have documented the widespread and starkly disproportionate impact of climate disruption on marginalized communities — BIPOC, low wealth, and global South, to name a few — and have chronicled the evolution of the climate justice movement across multiple geographic and political scales, from local neighborhood mobilizations to the global coordination of movement actors at United Nations conferences.\textsuperscript{15}

\textsuperscript{9} Black, Indigenous, and People of Color.

\textsuperscript{10} See generally \textsc{Michael Mendez}, \textsc{Climate Change from the Streets: How Conflict and Collaboration Strengthen the Environmental Justice Movement} (2020); J. Timmons Roberts & Bradley C. Parks, \textsc{A Climate of Injustice: Global Inequality, North-South Politics, and Climate Policy} (2006). See also Malini Ranganathan & Eve Bratman, \textit{From Urban Resilience to Abolitionist Climate Justice in Washington, D.C.}, 53 \textsc{Antipode} 115, 122 (2019).

\textsuperscript{11} See generally \textsc{Kum-Kum Bhavnani et al.}, \textsc{Climate Futures: Re-Imagining Global Climate Justice} (2019).


\textsuperscript{13} See Mendez, supra note 10.

\textsuperscript{14} See generally \textsc{Naomi Klein}, \textsc{This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate} (2014). See also Laura Pulido, \textit{Geographies of Race and Ethnicity II: Environmental Racism, Racial Capitalism and State-Sanctioned Violence}, 41 \textsc{Progress in Hum. Geography} 524, 530 (2017).

\textsuperscript{15} See generally \textsc{David Ciplet et al.}, \textsc{Power in a Warming World: The New Global Politics of Climate Change and the Remaking of Environmental Inequality}
In the last several years, a small number of scholars have begun to study the relationship of environmental and climate risks on carceral institutions in the United States. This research has found, for example, that prisons, jails, juvenile detention facilities, and immigrant detention centers are often sites where water contamination, hazardous waste exposure, and food insecurity are commonplace and that these carceral institutions are themselves sources of environmental risk.\(^1\) This body of scholarship has also begun to uncover trends that suggest that the effects of climate change are being disproportionately visited upon prisoners and other incarcerated persons via extreme heat and cold, flooding, wildfire exposure, and the fact that mass incarceration is significantly associated with greenhouse gas emissions in the United States.\(^2\) As with the literature on environmental justice and climate justice, the scholarship on prison ecology is unfolding alongside — and, in some cases, through close collaboration with — the development of grassroots movements.\(^3\) For example, activist groups like Mothers of East L.A., Critical Resistance, the Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition, and the Campaign to Fight Toxic Prisons first documented the relationship between prisons, jails, and environmental conditions — in some cases, as early as the 1990s — and scholars are now catching up to this realization.\(^4\)

There are several significant reasons for a focus on environmental and climate justice in prisons. First, the enduring environmental justice reframing of “the environment” as those spaces where we “live, work, play, learn, and pray” is particularly true in the prison system since, unlike ‘free
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13 (2015). See also Roberts & Parks, supra note 10; Ranganathan & Bratman, supra note 10, at 121; David Schlosberg & Lisette B. Collins, From Environmental to Climate Justice: Climate Change and the Discourse of Environmental Justice, 5 WIREs Climate Change 359, 359–60 (2014).


persons,’ prisoners do all of those things in a single place where they have little choice to do otherwise. As such, we might revise and expand that definition of the environment so that it reads, where we “live, work, play, learn, pray . . . and do time.” The question of space, race, and environment is much starker given the immobilizing effects of prison — insofar as inmates’ mobility is almost entirely determined by prison authorities. This is particularly relevant considering the longstanding debate in environmental justice (EJ) studies about the relative freedom of choice that people of color have to move in and out of contaminated neighborhoods. Scholars like Professor Paul Mohai and Professor Robin Saha (two leading EJ researchers) have presented strong evidence that the “minority move-in” hypothesis (the claim that environmental racism is largely the result of people of color moving into already polluted neighborhoods in order to access cheap housing) is misguided since the vast majority of cases of environmental racism occur when polluting facilities follow residents of color, not the other way around. In the case of the prison system, this is essentially a moot point since prisoners have virtually no say in where they serve time and are, therefore, entirely at the mercy of the courts and prison authorities. Finally, it should be noted that some of the most inspiring leaders in today’s environmental and climate justice movements are incarcerated persons who are articulating a much more transformative framing of the problems we are confronting and more radical solutions, including the integration of an abolitionist orientation into these grassroots efforts.

II. FLOODING AND FOSSIL FUELS

Climate scientists have reached a consensus that, as the Earth warms as a result of human activity, the planet’s atmosphere is increasingly holding greater amounts of moisture, which contributes to more frequent and


intense rainstorms, as well as massive flooding. This new reality is challenging enough for people who have the freedom to come and go from their residences as they please, but it is particularly concerning for imprisoned persons.

When Hurricane Harvey hit Texas in August of 2017, imprisoned persons at the Federal Correctional Institution in Beaumont were placed on lockdown and were not evacuated despite the heavy rainstorm. The storm had dropped 35 inches of rain and caused massive flooding, creating a toxic stew of contaminants from nearby petrochemical industries, including a large sulfur dioxide leak from an Exxon refinery. Some 1,300 pounds of sulfur dioxide were released by the plant due to damage from Harvey, leading inmates and the surrounding public exposed to the inhalation of the toxic fumes. The federal correctional facility was placed on lockdown with no evacuation plan in place while the prison flooded with water. Prisoners faced the risk of drowning, exposure to toxic wastewater replete with hydrocarbons, and extremely dangerous temperatures. When the thermostat neared 100 degrees, prison officials cut off the water system because it was visibly contaminated, and many prisoners experienced dehydration as a result.

One inmate sent a family member an email that stated: “We are living in deplorable conditions in our cells with two bottles of water qa [sic] day no toilet our shit is gaggin us and we have no ventilation [sic] but we are alive barely.” Prisoners reported that those with heat-related illnesses were left untreated, although the Federal Bureau of Prisons officials claimed that prisoners have “24-
hour access to medical coverage in Beaumont.”

This was a climate disruption-driven extreme weather event in a region that is ground zero for climate justice struggles.

During that same extreme weather event, incarcerated persons at Texas’s Connally Unit — just under 300 miles west of Beaumont — were facing similar concerns. Sherrard Williams is serving a life sentence at that facility and recounted his experience when Harvey hit. He described “the experience of the power being shut off,” which was followed a short while later by a water cutoff. This development made the situation even more challenging because the toilets no longer functioned, which meant that prisoners like Williams were wary of eating or drinking anything “because it was going to make me use the restroom.” After the storm, Williams reflected on the anxieties of facing such an event behind bars versus in the free world: “I don’t want to be locked up . . . . I’d rather look Harvey in the eye.”

In the fall of 2017, Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico extremely hard, flooding many parts of the island and placing people’s lives and livelihoods at risk. There are few places more terrifying to be during a climate-change-driven extreme weather event than a flooding prison. Puerto Rico’s 29 territorial and federal prisons are clustered around eight complexes across the island, most along the coast and near high-risk flood zones, thus putting imprisoned persons in harm’s way and creating another layer of environmental and climate injustice that intersects with carceral systems.

As in other parts of the United States, there continue to be concerns that imprisoned persons are not always evacuated when flooding impacts these sites. More broadly, Puerto Rico is a site of climate injustice because nearly half of its population is under the poverty line and a high proportion of residents live in areas vulnerable to natural hazards. Furthermore,

32. Id.
34. Id.
35. Id.
36. Id.
38. See id.
39. See id.
Puerto Rico “has more flood-prone areas than ever before because [it has] altered natural drainage of storm water, particularly in [its] cities.”

Residents on the island have organized mutual aid support to provide basic necessities in the absence of sustained efforts by the government of Puerto Rico and in the context of continued neglect by the U.S. federal government.

State Correctional Institution (SCI) Fayette is a prison in Pennsylvania that was built in 2003 and is an example of environmental and climate injustice for multiple reasons. First, the prison itself was built on a former coal strip mine site — strip mining is a process that lays waste to the landscape. Second, there is also a sewage treatment plant on site, which treats the sewage from both the prison and the nearby town of LaBelle, which means the imprisoned population there is forced to live next to a sewage waste site. Finally, adjacent to the prison is a massive refuse site, holding approximately 40 million tons of coal ash. This is a global-scale concern because the coal ash is sourced from coal-fired power plants — the leading contributor to global climate change. This is a micro-level concern as well because the coal ash dust has deeply impacted the health and the bodily wellbeing of prisoners, corrections officers, and nearby townspeople.

Richard Moseley served time at SCI Fayette for several years and told us that when he arrived at the prison he was “in great health. I was an athlete and I’m a non-smoker.”
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43. See Andrew P. Schissler, Coal Mining, Design and Methods of, in 1 Encyclopedia of Energy 488–89 (Cutler Cleveland ed., 2004).
arrival, he experienced significant health impairment, as “my nose started bleeding, I had breathing problems, and I got really sick and had other respiratory problems.” As he recalled:

I had no idea about coal ash, but I got so sick that I kept a letter on me that I would have officials mail to my family in case I died . . . . My health has improved since I left SCI Fayette. I’m almost totally back to my original health.

Therefore, we see the micro and the macro scales of climate change intersecting, as Mr. Moseley’s body was temporarily ravaged by the same substance that is the leading contributor to global climate change. Historically, this area was the traditional land and hunting grounds of Indigenous nations, including the Shawnee and the Iroquois Federation. The Indian title to the land was extinguished by the Treaty of Fort Stanwix in 1768, which paved the way for continued European expansion and invasion of Native territory. Hence, this site is a place where settler colonialism and the afterlives of Native conquest have been followed by continued state violence against marginalized populations, as well as the land, air, and water and flora and fauna in what we might call multispecies environmental and climate injustice.

The Karnes County Civil Detention Center is an immigrant prison in Texas located in what has been described as the “drilling epicenter” of the Eagle Ford Shale, a 30-county region where 20 saltwater disposal wells pump fracked wastewater back into the ground. The region was also rocked by several well blowouts, local evacuations, and where the majority of the residents interviewed for the study reported major environmental health problems. Karnes County is the single largest oil-producing county in Texas, and immigrant prisoners report a foul taste and smell in the water at the prison, which is due to an oil spill, and additionally the tap

49. See id.
50. See id.
51. See id.; see also Env’t Am. Rsch. & Pol’y Ctr., supra note 46.
53. See generally id.
56. See Earthworks, Hazards in the Air: Relating Reported Illnesses to Air Pollutants Detected Near Oil and Gas Operations in and around Karnes County, Texas 5, 8, 11, 16 (2017).
water is heavily chlorinated. The Karnes prison is run by a for-profit corporation — the GEO Group — and has been the site of a prisoner-led hunger strike, launched to resist the conditions of their confinement and to draw attention to the caging of immigrant families. Karnes County is in the midst of an oil and gas boom facilitated by innovations in hydraulic fracturing. Fracking involves injecting massive volumes of water and toxic chemicals into underground shale formations to access previously unreachable deposits of natural gas or petroleum and is associated with a range of environmental and public health harms. There are more than 2,000 wells siphoning fossil fuels from the ground in the area, using a cocktail of chemicals that are associated with health problems like brain damage, cancer, and respiratory disorders. The Karnes County Residential Center is within 100 feet of many gas flares and pumpjack oil wells, which emit toxic fumes. Priscilla Villa is an activist and organizer with the NGO Earthworks, which seeks to address and reduce the hazards from coal, oil, and gas extraction. She noted that, unlike free residents on the other side of the prison walls, “[t]he prisoners have no choice but to inhale the toxic fumes coming from these sites.” Scientists have documented the fact that environmental toxicants from fracking are deeply harmful to human health, and even more so for young children and expectant mothers, producing neurological development disorders.
The Southwest Workers’ Union is a Texas-based community organization that organizes grassroots social change movements at the intersections of immigration, race, gender, citizenship, labor, and environmental justice.67 The organization issued a statement of solidarity for the hunger strikers, which read in part: “Southwest Workers’ Union (SWU) stands in solidarity with the 78 mujeres, and mothers at Karnes County Residential Center in Texas . . . . SWU views the denial of basic human necessities such as safe housing and fresh water and air as acts of violence against womyn and children.”68 The SWU statement points to the ways in which the Karnes facility reveals the intersections of nativism, patriarchy, racism, and environmental injustice because it is located on land that is at the epicenter of hydraulic fracturing, which has been documented as an environmental and public health hazard and contributor to climate change.69 The SWU serve as allies in support of the prison EJ movement — which is, of course, inseparable from the immigrant justice movement in this case — and denounce the violence of racial capitalism as well.

The cases presented here reflect the myriad entanglements of fossil fuel extraction with the violence of incarceration, which includes the harmful impacts of flooding, coal waste, and hydraulic fracturing on the health of imprisoned human communities and on the health of the climate. These cases also underscore the ubiquity of prisoner resistance to these forms of injustice.

III. INCREASED MORBIDITY AND MORTALITY RELATED TO EXTREME TEMPERATURES

A. Texas’s Wallace Pack Unit Prison

Climate scientists agree that there is overwhelming evidence that climate change is contributing to planetary warming of the atmosphere on a global scale, as well as to extreme weather events across a variety of locales.70 The state of Texas is one such location, and the consequences have been
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68. Southwest Workers’ Union in Solidarity with the Mothers at Karnes, supra note 58.
70. See generally NAOMI ORESKES, WHY TRUST SCIENCE? (2021).
deadly. Extreme heat has killed at least 23 prisoners in Texas since 1998.\textsuperscript{71} Almost 75% of Texas prisons do not have air conditioning throughout the housing areas.\textsuperscript{72} The extreme heat in Texas prisons is believed to be exacerbated by what scientists term anthropogenic climate change, or the broad human impacts on the Earth’s climate.

Imprisoned persons at Texas’s Wallace Pack Unit prison in Navasota joined a class action lawsuit several years ago to challenge this problem.\textsuperscript{73} The Pack Unit is primarily made up of prisoners who are disabled, elderly, or have medical conditions, so when the lawsuit was initially filed, the plaintiffs — seven prisoners — alleged that the excessive heat violated their constitutional rights, the Americans with Disabilities Act, and the Rehabilitation Act.\textsuperscript{74} The attorneys representing the prisoners were Jeff Edwards and Scott Medlock with Edwards Law, along with the Texas Civil Rights Project.\textsuperscript{75} In June 2016, the district court granted initial class certification in the Pack Unit case, which was subsequently affirmed by the Fifth Circuit.\textsuperscript{76} In July 2017, U.S. District Court Judge Keith P. Ellison granted an emergency injunction to lower the temperatures at the Pack Unit.\textsuperscript{77} Ellison was surprised that the Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ) had no policy for taking action during a heat wave and ordered the prison to create a policy to keep the housing at a heat index of 88 degrees Fahrenheit or less, and provide inmates with uncontaminated drinking water.\textsuperscript{78} At the time, the prison’s drinking water contained around two to four times the maximum amount of arsenic permitted by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.\textsuperscript{79} Nonetheless, roughly 1,000 Texas prisoners from various facilities located in surrounding flood zones were transferred to Wallace Pack in 2017, despite that class-action lawsuit and
the judge’s ruling that the prison was dangerously hot for vulnerable inmates with medical conditions.\textsuperscript{80} During court hearings, prisoners testified that they often experienced heat-related sicknesses like weakness, inability to breathe well, dizziness, and nausea.\textsuperscript{81} Despite this, TDCJ continued to claim that they had sufficiently mitigated the impacts of the heat, yet Judge Ellison rejected this claim arguing that the prison officials were “completely indifferent” to the prisoners’ plight.\textsuperscript{82} As part of the settlement, TDCJ announced in February 2018 that they would be installing air conditioning and “maintain[ing] indoor heat indices at or below 88 degrees Fahrenheit between April 15 and October 15 each year” throughout the housing unit.\textsuperscript{83}

B. Maricopa County Jail

In 1993, America’s “toughest Sheriff,” Joe Arpaio, opened up an outdoor jail in the state of Arizona’s Maricopa County.\textsuperscript{84} For years, Arpaio made news headlines for rounding up undocumented Latinx persons in the county and subjecting them to extraordinarily harsh conditions in the Maricopa County Jail’s “tent city” where on some days, they suffered from 130-degree Fahrenheit outdoor temperatures.\textsuperscript{85} The tent city jail was, for many observers and human rights advocates, a brutal reflection of the U.S. war on immigrants and on people of color, and the fact that the tents were army surplus materials from the Korean War seemed to reinforce this view.\textsuperscript{86} Compounding the situation, there were reports that prisoners lacked sufficient access to water, earning the Sheriff the moniker the “King of Cruel” from human rights advocates and accolades from elected officials and media pundits who embraced nativist policies.\textsuperscript{87} In 2009, as roughly 200 Latino men were being marched in shackles and chains toward the tent city jail, many of them chanted “Hitler! Hitler!” in a protest directed at Arpaio, who himself had earlier referred to the jail as a “concentration
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\textsuperscript{80} See Bernd, supra note 28.

\textsuperscript{81} See Collier, 868 F.3d at 364; see also Clarke & Zoukis, supra note 76.

\textsuperscript{82} See Clarke & Zoukis, supra note 76.

\textsuperscript{83} See id.


\textsuperscript{85} See id.

\textsuperscript{86} See id.

There were outcries from many other quarters, including Amnesty International and the U.S. Justice Department, who accused Arpaio of racial profiling and denying prisoners basic human rights. Francisco Chairez spent time in Arpaio’s tent city for a conviction related to a vehicular accident he caused. In an article he wrote for the Washington Post, he recalled:

During the sweltering summer, the temperature could reach 115 or 120 degrees. I was in the tents when we hit 120. It was impossible to stay cool in the oppressive heat. Everyone would strip down to their underwear. There was no cold water, only water from vending machines; and eventually, the machines would run out. People would faint; some had heatstroke. That summer, ambulances came about three times. One man died in his bed. But the winter was even worse. During the winter, there were no heaters. Most jackets and heavily insulated pants weren’t allowed; they don’t want you to be comfortable. When the temperatures dropped, we were forced to come up with makeshift ways to keep ourselves warm. The showers were kept scalding hot during both summer and winter. We hated to shower, but we would fill our empty water bottles up with the nearly boiling water and put the bottles between our blankets when it was freezing outside. We also would save the plastic bags we found when we cleaned up the jail yard and wrap our feet with them, tucking hot water bottles inside to keep our feet warm while we slept.

Therefore, the combination of climate change-driven extreme weather events and indifference on the part of prison and jail authorities frequently produces hazardous conditions for incarcerated persons.

C. Perryville Prison

On May 19, 2009, at the Perryville Prison in Goodyear, Arizona, Marcia Powell collapsed and later died after being left in an unshaded outdoor chain-linked cage for four hours under the blazing summer sun as temperatures reached up to 107 degrees. Powell had first- and second-degree burns and blisters all over her and a body temperature of 108
degrees. She was awaiting transfer to another cell but was reportedly mocked and ignored by guards when she repeatedly asked for something to drink, was denied access to a bathroom, and, upon her death, her body was covered in excrement as a result of her soiling herself. Powell was living with a mental illness that officials were treating with more than one psychotropic drug, which increased her sensitivity to sunlight, heat, and lack of water — all the more reason that the prison staff should have been more attentive to her pleas for help. Donna Hamm works for the advocacy group Middle Ground Prison Reform. She was outraged that, aside from some disciplinary measures taken against them, no prison staff was prosecuted for this incident: “It’s just beyond comprehension . . . . It means they’ve gotten away with the most colossal example of brutality I have seen against a female prisoner in the history of the Arizona Department of Corrections.”

Many observers have concluded that the state’s usage of unshaded outdoor cages is inhumane. The state has a policy limiting outside confinement to a maximum of two hours, which was clearly violated in the Powell case. As a result of this incident, outdoor cages are still in use but have been altered to provide shade, water stations, and benches. This case reflects a number of layers of injustice, including: the violence of caging a person outdoors in the direct sun on a hot day; subjecting a prisoner to extreme heat and dehydration during a climate change-driven weather event; and the fact that Powell’s “crime” was her participation in sex work — an informal economy that governments around the world have criminalized with disproportionate and discriminatory impacts on women of color, low-income persons, and LGBTQ individuals.

D. Louisiana State Penitentiary at Angola

In 2013, three inmates on death row at Louisiana State Penitentiary in Angola, Louisiana sued the prison under the Eighth Amendment for
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92. See id.
94. See Lemons, supra note 93.
95. See id.
96. Id.
97. See Hunter, supra note 91.
98. See id. Powell was left in an unprotected, unshaded cage outdoors for four hours. Id.
99. Id.
discrimination on the basis of disability.101 The plaintiffs, Elzie Ball, Nathaniel Code, and James Magee, claimed that the prison officials were “subjecting them to excessive heat, acting with deliberate indifference to their health and safety, and discriminating against them on the basis of their disabilities.”102 The plaintiffs sought injunctive relief, including a court order requiring defendants to reduce and maintain the heat index on death row at or below 88 degrees Fahrenheit.103 The district court ordered the independent collection of temperature, humidity, and heat-index data for the three-week period immediately before trial.104 The Louisiana State Penitentiary at Angola had a heat index inside death row as high as 195 degrees in 2011 and 172 degrees in 2012.105 Data collected throughout the 21 days leading up to the trial showed a heat index above 104 degrees Fahrenheit.106 These temperatures are known as the Extreme Danger Zone and, according to the court documents, the data collected “unequivocally established that inmates housed in each of the death row tiers are consistently, and for long periods of time, subjected to high temperatures and heat indices in the [National Weather Service]’s ‘caution,’ ‘extreme caution,’ and ‘danger’ zones.”107 Aged 35 to 60, the plaintiffs all suffered from hypertension and other chronic illnesses like diabetes, hepatitis, depression, high cholesterol, or obesity, and were all taking medications that increased their risk of heat-related illness.108 Sweating, headaches, swelling of the joints, nausea, dizziness, disorientation, and difficulty breathing were just a few of the heat-related conditions that the plaintiffs endured regularly.109 At the bench trial, the court rejected the claims of discrimination but found that the plaintiffs had been subjected to cruel and unusual punishment.110 In order to make a claim that conditions of confinement violate the Constitution, two elements must be established.111 First, a plaintiff must show that the conditions, “alone or in

102. See id.
103. See id. at 643.
104. See id. at 643–44.
106. See Ball, 988 F. Supp. 2d at 653.
107. Id. at 659.
109. See id.
110. See id. at 43.
111. See id. at 36.
combination,” create a “substantial risk of serious harm,” even if no harm has yet occurred. Second, a plaintiff must show that officials were “subjectively aware of the risk” and acted with “deliberate indifference.” In *Ball v. Leblanc*, a case concerning the Louisiana State Penitentiary in Angola, the court ruled that the conditions on death row constituted substantial risk of serious harm and found that the defendants had acted with deliberate indifference. The court concluded that the risk imposed by the extreme heat “could be inferred from its obviousness as well as from circumstantial evidence presented at trial.” The court granted the injunctive relief to the death row inmates and directed prison officials to create a plan “to reduce and maintain the heat index in the Angola death row tiers at or below 88 degrees Fahrenheit.” Thus, even under dire conditions such as this, some incarcerated persons have been able to challenge prison authorities and successfully improve the basic conditions of their confinement.

While some elected officials continue to deny the fact of climate change, there is no question that this phenomenon is real and represents an ongoing threat to the health and wellbeing of far too many incarcerated persons facing extreme heat in U.S. prisons. In each of the cases presented here, the problem of climate-driven extreme weather events was brought to light as a result of the actions taken by prisoners to draw attention to this deadly reality.

**IV. INCARCERATED WORKFORCES**

Natural and technological disasters related to climate change are becoming more frequent and intense around the globe. Wildfires, oil spills, floods, and other extreme weather events and technological failures associated with the fossil fuel industry reveal the multilayered socioecological violence of capitalism and its attendant extractive economies. Incarcerated persons are frequently called on to do the most...
difficult work when these calamities strike. Prisoners are used as labor in disaster response and recovery activities in many U.S. states, such as California, Florida, Illinois, and Louisiana. In one study, 64% of the 47 states with publicly available emergency management plans identified incarcerated labor as a key resource in these efforts. This includes a range of tasks, from cleaning up debris to serving meals during mass displacement events, to earthquake and hazardous material spills and much more. There is also a confusing and contradictory set of framings that state emergency management agencies use in their planning documents to describe inmate workers during such events, including defining them as labor sources, as potential security threats to the public, and as vulnerable populations. This range of framings can cause confusion for the public and place the health and wellbeing of incarcerated workers at risk since it can contribute to the withholding of key resources that imprisoned laborers need to protect themselves while on the job. The most salient observation is that incarcerated persons constitute a marginalized population, and this raises serious questions about their ability to provide full consent and to enjoy basic health and safety protections on the job, particularly when the work is risky.

A. California’s Inmate Firefighters

Imprisoned people are being pushed into the increasingly dangerous practice of fire fighting in an age of rapid and violent climate change. Some 4,000 persons are actively involved in this program in the state of California — including at least 250 women — which means that around one-third of the firefighters in California are incarcerated. In other states


121. See id.


125. See Smith, supra note 122.

on the West Coast, many firefighters are drawn from juvenile detention facilities.127

Imprisoned firefighters are trained in what are called conservation camps — an evolution of the “road camps” staffed by incarcerated people, which were first formally authorized by the California state legislature in 1915 to build roads and railroads, respond to environmental challenges, and participate in some types of agriculture.128 In 1946, in response to firefighter labor shortages during World War II, the Rainbow Conservation Camp was established as the first permanent fire camp.129 It was modeled after New Deal Civilian Conservation Corps camps.130 Ever since then, California has used imprisoned labor to address the increasingly lethal threat associated with climate disruption.

Incarcerated persons working on fire lines are required to do the most dangerous and exhausting work associated with firefighting, working shifts of 72 continuous hours.131 The use of respirators during firefighting is encouraged but not always practical, given the extreme heat conditions firefighters face on the job.132 This is also problematic because of the toxic fumes they inhale, which can cause lifelong respiratory ailments.133

---
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recent years, at least three prisoners have died while fighting fires in California and six died during a single fire in Arizona.  

Despite the dangers inherent in firefighting, the incentives for prisoners to participate in these programs are appealing. For example, prisoners may receive reduced sentencing for firefighting. They also tend to receive more pay than they would on a traditional work assignment. Many typical prisoner laborers are paid between eight cents and just over a dollar per hour, while imprisoned firefighters are paid up to $2.56 per day while in camp, $1 per hour while working, and receive credit towards parole. Non-prisoner firefighter salaries start at roughly $40,000 per year in some states, but most former prisoners are almost always ineligible for those jobs because their criminal records prevent them from securing an emergency medical technician certification.

In 2020, however, California Assembly Bill No. 2147 helped to remove some of the barriers and created the possibility of career pathways for formerly incarcerated firefighters. Under this new law, individuals who were formerly incarcerated and have successfully participated in the California Conservation Camp Program will be given court-ordered “early termination of probation, parole, or supervised release,” and shall “not be required to disclose the conviction on an application for licensure by any state or local agency.”

Although this bill opens the pathway for employment for formerly incarcerated persons, it is still very limited in
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scope. First, individuals must petition the courts to expunge their records, but expungement does not erase the record of incarceration.\textsuperscript{142} A study from UC Berkeley found that 20\% of employers would “definitely not” hire someone with a criminal record and 42\% of employers would “probably not” hire someone with a criminal record.\textsuperscript{143} This is a problem for formerly incarcerated individuals whose years of work experience at Fire Camp could leave them open to hiring discrimination.

B. Vienna Correctional Center

Opened in 1965, the Vienna Correctional Center (VCC) is located in the southern Illinois town of Vienna and is a prime example of how the U.S. prison system is characterized by generally unhealthy conditions and a spectrum of environmental risks within these built environments.\textsuperscript{144} VCC is a minimum-security prison that houses mostly low-level offenders.\textsuperscript{145} The racial or ethnic composition of the inmate population in 2011 was 67\% African American, 21\% white, and 11\% Latinx.\textsuperscript{146} In other words, nearly eight out of ten prisoners were people of color. Since 1901, the John Howard Association (JHA) of Illinois has served as the state’s only independent citizen oversight organization focused on prisons.\textsuperscript{147} Its staff have made regular visits to VCC and have uncovered and reported on practices and conditions that reflect broad trends in carceral facilities across the United States.\textsuperscript{148}

When JHA personnel visited VCC in the fall of 2011, they heard that staff and inmates had been involved in the preparation of more than 400,000 sandbags for a flood during the previous spring, an intervention
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believed to have saved “countless homes and buildings from serious damage.” In the spring of 2011, the Mississippi River experienced massive flooding resulting in untold economic and social harms across a significant portion of the state. In particular, the Army Corps of Engineers blew up a levy to control the overall flooding, but many parts of the town of Cairo, Illinois were devastated. The levy destruction also flooded and completely washed away the small town of Pinhook, Illinois, which was a community founded by African American former sharecroppers in 1940.

Journalists Lisa Song and Patrick Michels confirmed the story that inmates from VCC were involved in the effort to save the town of Cairo.

This story underscores several intersecting phenomena. Researchers have documented an increasing use of incarcerated persons for addressing climate-change driven extreme weather events like the massive flooding that occurred in Illinois in 2011 and wildfires occurring around the United States. This practice reveals how interlinked environmental and racial injustices are inside and outside the prison system, as climate change produces extreme weather events like the flood, which intersects with injustices that result in incarcerated people (who are majority people of color both in VCC and the United States more generally) being conscripted to fill sandbags to weather that storm. Those decisions then intersected with the institutionally racist state decision to flood an all-African American town, which was originally founded by sharecroppers — a system of farming that was the direct descendant of chattel slavery.

Thus, as shown in this case, there are powerful and unsettling linkages between multiple forms of social and ecological domination — imprisonment and forced labor, sharecropping and chattel enslavement,
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anthropogenic climate disruption, and the physical destruction of an African American residential community. The reverberations and implications of this case are troubling and nearly beyond the capacity of language to fully grasp.

C. BP Oil Spill

The Deepwater Horizon was an offshore drilling platform owned by the company Transocean, which leased the facility to BP. In April of 2010, the facility suffered a catastrophic accident, resulting in the deaths of 11 workers, an oil spill that leaked continuously into the Gulf of Mexico for three months, and the near total devastation of the region’s seafood industry.156 While hiring minimum wage or salaried workers from various nearby communities was an option, BP contracted with Louisiana parish jails to supply incarcerated persons to cleanup the oil lapping up on the shores of the Gulf instead.157 Many local residents were angered at the fact that prisoners were being conscripted to do this work while they were displaced and unemployed as a result of the oil spill. BP tried to minimize this public relations crisis by changing out the “Inmate Labor” t-shirts the prisoners wore for attire with a BP logo, but few locals were fooled, largely because of the undeniable and stark racial dynamics before their eyes.158 As one source noted: “70% of Louisiana’s prisoners and almost all of the prisoner workers on the cleanup crews are [B]lack while 90% of the local coastal residents are white.”159

The prisoners were forced to work 12 hour days, likely inhaling dangerous toxins, for between zero and 40 cents an hour, with the possibility of “good time” credit toward their sentences.160 The health risks
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associated with crude oil exposure are serious enough to give anyone participating in an oil cleanup significant cause for concern. These risks include hematopoietic, hepatic, renal, and pulmonary abnormalities. In one study of more than 100 persons who engaged in oil cleanup labor, more than 70% of them had levels of creatinine in the upper limit of the normal range, while 23% had creatinine levels higher than the upper limit of the normal level, which means they were at risk of developing kidney malfunction and failure. This case is important for a number of reasons, including the fact that the disaster these prisoners were cleaning up was caused by a leading fossil fuel corporation — a business that is tied directly to activities known to cause climate change. The fact that mostly African American incarcerated persons were tasked with cleaning up an oil spill when that same population is overburdened with the broader impacts of climate change reveals the multiple layers of inequity this population endures.

D. Hurricane Cleanup in Florida

After Hurricane Irma tore through parts of Florida, leaving massive volumes of debris and waste in its wake, Florida’s Department of Corrections conscripted hundreds of prisoners to do the cleanup across several counties. They were paid nothing for their labor, in a continuation of practices state officials have pursued since the first penitentiary was built in Florida in 1868, whose construction and maintenance costs were offset at that time by the use of unpaid, coerced, African American labor as well. Paul Wright is the Director of the Human Rights Defense Center, an organization that advocates on behalf of incarcerated persons, particularly with respect to environmental and climate justice cases. Regarding the Hurricane Irma cleanup, he stated: “It’s not that much different from a slave plantation . . . . The only difference is now the slave owners wear uniforms and their employer is the state.” The Florida Department of Corrections boasts on its website that its prisoners work an estimated 6.6 million hours and save the taxpayers $59 million per
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Therefore, the hurricane cleanup is just one example of this effort to combine punishment, enslavement, and institutional racism under the guise of fiscally responsible government management. A large portion of prison jobs have disproportionately high exposures to environmental toxics, which can lead to serious health effects and injuries. Exposing inmates to dangerous working conditions or toxic substances can be a violation of the Eighth Amendment since it could be argued that the risk of injury violates contemporary standards of decency. With such a large number of prisoners being exposed to environmental and occupational hazards, one would hope that inmates are at least given basic labor protections. However, this is generally not the case. Various courts have upheld the view that inmates are not considered employees and therefore are not granted any protections. Inmates are forced to risk their health and safety for little to no pay, and they are often coerced into dangerous work under the threat of disciplinary action.

V. PRISON LITIGATION AND LEGAL OBSTACLES

In 2018, civil and criminal defense attorneys with the Campaign to Fight Toxic Prisons and the Abolitionist Law Center filed a federal environmental lawsuit against the Bureau of Prisons to stop the development of a new maximum-security prison in Letcher County in Eastern Kentucky. The proposed project was estimated to cost around $444 million, was located in an extremely rural area that had undergone mountaintop removal for coal mining, and was surrounded by five active coal mines, all of which shared the North Fork River Watershed. In addition to being an active coal mining area, the proposed site was also located next to the Lilley Cornett Woods, one of Kentucky’s largest old-
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The Record of Decision (ROD) disregarded both the environmental and human rights concerns, and the Bureau of Prisons declared they would be moving forward with the development of the prison. Twenty-one prisoners joined together with local community organizations to challenge the ROD. Attorneys argued that the ROD contained many substantive and procedural violations. First, the plaintiffs claimed that there was no need for a new prison building since the number of incarcerated individuals has been decreasing since the Obama era. The Department of Justice, the parent agency of the Bureau of Prisons, stated under oath in Congress that this facility was not necessary. In addition, the plaintiffs argued that the Environmental Impact Statement’s Alternatives Analysis, Cumulative Impact Analysis, and Environmental Justice Review were insufficient because they failed to consider prisoners as a population that faces extreme environmental injustice by being incarcerated in unsafe facilities like the one proposed in Letcher County. Finally, they argued that the clear-cutting, road building and widening, construction of a new sewer plant, wetlands destruction, 24-hour lighting, increased carbon emissions, and risks of pollution exposure due to the location violated the National Environmental Policy Act. The substantive issues raised were the need for this project, pollution, wetlands destruction, and climate change. The procedural issues raised were the adequacy of the notice and the prisoners’ right to be heard. The claims were brought under the Administrative Procedure Act and reviewed under an “arbitrary and capricious” standard as well as the Endangered Species Act, which reviewed the biological opinion and assessment of
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the Indiana Bat, the gray bat, and the Northern Long-Eared Bat.\textsuperscript{184} In the end, the case was dismissed because the Bureau of Prisons removed the ROD, thereby retracting their intent to build the prison in that location.\textsuperscript{185}

Although the Letcher County case was successful, there were many obstacles to overcome prior to filing the lawsuit. Like many lawsuits involving incarcerated individuals, the statutes outlined in the Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) create countless barriers.\textsuperscript{186} The PLRA was signed into law in 1996 during an era that is well known for racist and discriminatory laws.\textsuperscript{187} It also caps attorney fees, creates high barriers to settlement, and limits the court’s ability to act as a watchdog over prison conditions.\textsuperscript{188} Provisions like the Exhaustion Requirement create a harmful double standard that mandates prisoners must first try and resolve any complaint directly with prison officials and exhaust all administrative appeals prior to being able to file a federal lawsuit.\textsuperscript{189} The PLRA limits the scope of prospective relief available because courts may only grant an injunction related to prison conditions if it “is narrowly drawn, extends no further than necessary . . . and is the least intrusive means necessary to correct the violation of [a] Federal right.”\textsuperscript{190} Furthermore, the PLRA requires courts to dismiss any action related to conditions of confinement if the complaint is deemed frivolous or malicious.\textsuperscript{191} This is problematic because under the PLRA’s Three Strikes Rule, if a prisoner receives three frivolous lawsuit strikes, they could be barred from participating in litigation proceedings or be required to pay all legal fees upfront with little exception.\textsuperscript{192}

In 2020, only 7.6\% of all civil rights cases involving incarcerated plaintiffs had an attorney involved, meaning the vast majority of inmate
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civil rights cases were filed pro se — on their own behalf.\textsuperscript{193} Filing pro se increases inmates’ chances of having their case dismissed for minor technicalities like using the wrong color pen or attaching the wrong documents.\textsuperscript{194} Civil rights attorneys are cautious about taking cases involving an incarcerated plaintiff because the PLRA caps recoverable attorney fees far below market value.\textsuperscript{195} Moreover, the PLRA deters many attorneys from partaking in prison litigation by limiting recoverable fees to total no more than 150% of damages awarded to the plaintiff.\textsuperscript{196} Damages awarded to incarcerated plaintiffs are typically low because of the remedial restrictions under the PLRA. In order to seek monetary damages, the plaintiff must show that they suffered serious physical injury that excludes mental and emotional injuries, creating an exceedingly challenging barrier.\textsuperscript{197} The Exhaustion Requirement, Three Strikes Provision, Physical Injury Requirement, and high filing fees all serve to limit prisoners’ access to the court and stand in the way of justice. Repealing this law would help prisoners achieve improvements in their conditions of confinement and offer constitutional accountability. While prisoners and their allies have been quite successful at enacting meaningful change in the Letcher County case and many others documented here, there are a myriad of legal, administrative, and bureaucratic obstacles to achieving meaningful reform.

CONCLUSION

This Essay builds on recent reports concerning the impacts of anthropogenic climate change on incarcerated populations. The Essay presents several cases reflecting the perils associated with climate change-linked events and policies in the United States, including: climate change-influenced flooding and the impacts of fossil fuel extraction on the incarcerated; the rise of health-impairing and life-threatening temperature extremes in jails and prisons; and the harsh conditions imprisoned persons contend with while fighting wildfires and cleaning up waste or debris in natural and technological disaster zones. This Essay focused on the experiences and perspectives of incarcerated persons on the front lines of
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climate change, with attention to the myriad ways that legal remedies have been available, pursued, or denied to them.

The evolution of grassroots movements for prisoner rights, environmental justice, and climate justice offers lessons and opportunities for thinking through how incarcerated persons and their allies might best achieve these intersecting goals. The evidence is clear that imprisoned people are a vulnerable population that policy makers should consider in their analyses and rule-making with respect to ensuring the protection of groups most impacted by environmental and climate threats. Relatedly, and as demonstrated here, among the most vocal and successful advocates for prisoner rights as well as environmental and climate justice are incarcerated persons themselves. Incarcerated persons have used class action lawsuits, internet communications, hunger strikes, and a range of other methods to call public attention to their plight, to resist and improve their conditions of confinement, and to reveal previously unrecognized spaces of environmental and climate justice movement activity and leadership.